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)١٢( يَتَ َف َّك ُرو َن
Terjemahan:
”Dan di antara tanda-tanda kekuasaan-Nya ialah Dia menciptakan
untukmu isteri-isteri dari jenismu sendiri, supaya kamu cenderung dan
merasa tenteram kepadanya, dan dijadikan-Nya diantaramu rasa kasih
dan sayang. Sesungguhnya pada yang demikian itu benar-benar terdapat
tanda-tanda bagi kaum yang berfikir.” (QS. Ar-Rum 21)”.1

The Meaning:
”And of his signs is that he created for you from yourselves mates that
you may find tranquillity in them; and he placed between you affection
and mercy. indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought. (QS.
Ar-Rum 21)”

1

QS. Ar-Rum: 21. Qur‟an Tajwid dan Terjemahan. Maghfirah Pustaka. p. 324
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ABSTRACT
Hardianti, Dessi 2018:

Supervisor :

Family Values as seen in Bunyan and Babe Film
by Louis Ross, English Literature Department,
Adab and Humanities Faculty, The State Islamic
University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi
1. Samsul Huda, M.Ag
2.Minsakutra, SS., M. Hum

Family is the first education and society for the children. Between family
and member of family can not separated, because family has great influence to
their member. In Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross talked about family and
how great family to build and develop the characteristic of the children. The
writer wanted to find out the types of family values and appearance of family
values based on context of film. Than corelated to analysis to find out the effect of
family values. This writer make some problem of formulation were; 1. What are
the type of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film; 2. How can family
values appear as seen in Bunyan and Babe film; 3. What are the effects of faily
values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film.
The writer used two types of family values E.N Shiyanov; self-sufficient
and Instrumental values to find out the types of family values and classify it based
on the film. The sociological approach is used by the writer to make the analysis
suitable with the purpose of the research.
The design of the research used qualitative method to describe the answer
of problem formulation. For the technique of data collection this research used
documentation technique to collect the data and descriptive analysis for the
tehnique of data analysis.
The result of the research were; (1) There were two types of family values
by Veleeva: a. Self-sufficient, emphasis on behavior chosen by individuals that
can be achieved without the active involvement of others; Affection, respect and
love for children, responsibility to the family, and relatives and society, b.
Instrumental values, is refer to preferable modes of behaviour; Values attitude; (2)
The appearance of family values in this film because of mutual respect. (3) The
effect of family values in this film according to Lawrance Stone: comes from
attitude toward the relatives roles of the society and individual and the
socialization of the child to fit into the group.
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ABSTRAK
Hardianti, Dessi 2018:

Supervisor :

Family Values as seen in Bunyan and Babe Film
by Louis Ross, English Literature Department,
Adab and Humanities Faculty, Universitas Islam
Negeri Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi
1. Samsul Huda, M.Ag
2.Minsakutra, SS., M. Hum

Keluarga merupakan sarana pendidikan dan masyarakat pertama bagi
anak-anak. Antara keluarga dan anggota keluarga tidak dapat dipisahkan, karena
keluarga memberikan pengaruh yang sangat kuat bagi anggota keluarga. Didalam
film Bunyan and Babe karya Louis Ross menceritakan tentang keluarga dan
pentingnya keluarga membangun dan mengembangkan karakter seorang anak.
Penulis ingin menemukan tipe-ipe nilai keluarga dan munculnya nilai keluarga
yang terdapat didalam film. Kemudian menghubungkan analisis untuk
menemukan efek nilai-nilai keluarga. Jadi, penulis membuat beberapa rumusan
masalah diantaranya; 1. Apa saja tipe-tipe nilai keluarga yang terdapat dalam film
Bunyan and Babe karya Louis Ross; 2. Bagaimana nilai keluarga muncul yang
terdapat dalam film Bunyan and Babe karya Louis Ross; 3. Apa saja efek
nilainilai keluarga yang terdapat dalam film Bunyan and Babe karya Louis Ross.
Penulis menggunakan dua tipe nilai keluarga dari E.N Shiyanov; SelfSufficient dan Instrumental Values untuk menemukan tipe-tipe nilai keluarga dan
mengkalsifikasikan berdasarkan film. Penulis juga menggunakan pendekatan
sosiologikal untuk membuat analisis ini sesuai dengan penelitian.
Model penelitian ini menggunakan metode kualitatif untuk memaparkan
jawaban dari rumusan masalah. Untuk teknik pengumpulan data, penelitian ini
menggunakan teknik dokumentasi untuk mengumpulkan data dan analisis
deskriptif untuk teknik analisis data.
Hasil penelitian ini adalah; (1) Ada dua tipe nilai-nilai keluarga menurut
Valeeva: a. Self-Sufficient yang berarti bahwa penekanan pada perilaku yang
dipilih oleh individu yang dapat dicapai tanpa keterlibatan aktivitas orang lain;
kasih sayang, rasa hormat dan cinta untuk anak-anak, tanggung jawab terhadap
keluarga, dan keluarga dan masyarakat, b. Instrumental Values yang berarti bahwa
merujuk pada mode perilaku; nilai sikap, (2) munculnya nilai-nilai keluarga dalam
film ini karena adanya saling menghormati, (3) efek dalam nilai-nilai keluarga
dalam film menurut Lawrance Stone: datang dari sikap terhadap keluarga dalam
masyarakat dan sosialisasi anak masuk kedalam lingkungan.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of The Problem
The idea of literary work sometimes rise from the reality of society life
that has been complex. It can not be separated from the function of liteature that
made to illustrate a reality from human life. This statement was related with Rene
Wellek explanation: “...sastra menyajikan kehidupan yang sebagian besar terdiri
atas kenyataan sosial, walaupun karya sastra juga meniru alam dan dunia
subjektif manusia”.2 It means that most of literary work comes from human
being, include their culture, social value, moral value and their habitual. Literature
occurs within a social context, as part of a culture using language as its medium,
which is in turn a social creation.3
There are many types of literature works, including novel, poem, play,
song and flim. One form of literary works that is very popular in our society until
today is the movie. The writer wants to examine film. Film predetermined by
literary technique: conversely, literature practice developed particular features
under the impact of film.4 It means that, the creation of a film can’t be seperated
from they influence of literary technique, many literary practices affect certain
features in a film.
While understanding the film in the large view is manufactured
specifically for the event in the building or cinema . film’s idiosyncratic modes of
presentation, such as camera angel, editing montage, slow, and fast motion, often
parallel features of literay texts or can be explained within a textual framework.5 It
means that film is modern literary work cannot separated with the progres of
literature art in digital era. It is not sparated with the tools and the management as
the technique of the film have given good result to show the picture like a reality.
In this research the writer choose The Bunyan and Babe film by Louis
Ross. Because this film tell about Travis family and how Travis protect their
family from the crook who wanted to carry their field. The film was written by
Michael A Nickles and Julia wall. Directed from the film by Louis Ross. The

2

Rene wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, (New York: Harourt, Brace and
Company, 1948), p. 109
3
. Rene wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, (New York: Harourt, Brace and
Company, 1948), p. 138
4
. Klarer Mario, An Introduction To Literary Studies, (New York: Routledge Taylor and
Francis Group, 2004), Second Edition, p. 56
5
Klarer Mario, An introduction To literary Studies, New York: Routladge Taylor and
Francis Group p. 56
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Bunyan and Babe film an animated movie produced by Max Howard and
was relased on January 12, 2017.6
There are so many aspect that can be analyzed from The Buyan and Babe
film by Louis Ross. This film told about family value and gave more education
for everyone to be good people, friendly, help each other, hard work and loyal to
their parents.
This film tells about Travis and Withney are the grandchild from a oldfarmer in Delbert Country. They showed about the best relationship of family
between grandparent with his grandchildern. Travis and Withney met Bunyan and
Babe in magic portal in another world. Bunyan told them about his situation and
what happened with him that made he was in the magic portal. Then Travis told
about what happened with their city at the time. Norm Blandsford is a crook who
wanted to take the farmer’s land forcibly and made them became a worker in his
land, not exception their grandfather’s land. Travis and Withney asked Bunyan to
help them to defeat the bad plan of Norm Blandsford and save their city for his
wickedness.
In literature theories, there are so many theories that can use by the writer
to analyze this film. In this research, the writer want to analyze types of family
values, what can family values appear in Bunyan and babe film, and the effect of
family values based on the film. So the writer uses some theories that suitable to
use for the analysis there are family values, and sociological as the approach to
make the analysis coherence.
Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross was one of the animation cartoon
film that showed about situation and relationship that happened in family and
society. The writer want to analyze the family values that happened in this film
and related it with relationship between main characters to their society. So the
writer uses sociological approach to know the the social condition in this film.
Family values are used to evaluate the objectives of family meaning and the
standard of an ideal family. In Bunyan and Babe film, all of the characters showed
how the influence of family relationship. Family values are have positive and
negative indicators of the importance of object related to the based on a single
joint activity community of pepole connected by ties of marriage, parenthood,
relationship, due to the involvement of these object in the sphere of human life,
human interest, needs and social relations.7
It means that family values is a relationship tied in a marriage or a blood
relationship that creates value, better than the or deed. The family also creates the

6
7

Nickles Michael. Bunyan and Babe Animation film. Filmsinopsis21.com 24 Feb 2017
Your article library, Family : The Meaning, Features, Types and Function. (5230 words)
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values of applied to a childrens to be in touch with people. There are some types
of family values, which are, Self Sufficient and Instrumental values.8

Picture 19

Picture 210
From the pictures above tells about Travis and Whitney were on a summer
vacation in Delbert Country and there they lived with their grandparents. They
spend vacation time helping his grandfather garden and breed. This scenes include
to self-sufficient as the type of family values. Because Travis and Whitney
responsible to their family. The self-sufficient happened in this film caused Travis
and Whitney love and care to their grandparents. They help their grandparent
without wanted something as the reward. The effect of self-sufficient
responsibility to the main characters is make the main characters more affection
and make his family more protected.
Based on the explanation above the writer wants to analyze the family
values from this film. Because the writer finds of family values in the main
character, how the family value can appear in the movie, and the impact of family
values to Travis and Whitney, as well as the concern Paul Bunyan to Travis’
family. based on the reason above the writer decided to analyze this thesis with
the title “ Family Values as seen Bunyan and Babe Film by Louis Ross”.

8

E.N Shiyanov in Roza A Valeeva. Case-Studyof the High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, International Journal of Environmental & Science Education,(Rusia: Look
Academy Publisher,2016), p. 1644
9
Duration [12:24 13:32]
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Duration [12:24 13:32]
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1.2 Formulation of the Research
Based on the background of the problem, the formulation of problem in
this research are:
1. What are the types of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film
by Louis Ross ?
2. How do family values appear as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by
Louis Ross?
3. What are the effects of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film
by Louis Ross?
1.3 Limitation of the Research
In this research, the writer focused on family values from Travis’ family to
their society as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross. The main characters
are Travis, Whitney and Grandparens (Travis’ family). The writer take the data
from scene used captured of the scenes of the film and dialogues that show family
values in film by Louis Ross.
1.4 Purpose of Research
The purpose of this research are:
1. To know type of family value as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by
Louis Ross.
2. To know appear of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by
Louis Ross
3. To know effects of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by
Louis Ross.

5

1.5 Significance of the Research
This research would be expected could give the information or knowladge
about family values from the film Bunyan and Babe by Louis Ross , and to
enlarge the reader’s attention to analyze literary works not only by one side but
also from another side as the writer will. The writer hopes that the result of this
research could give some contributions for the literature field expecially to the
English Literature in Adab Faculty of University of Islamic State (UIN) Sulthan
Thaha Saifuddin Jambi. Furthermore, the writer hopes this research could
encourage the readers to be more care, interesting and never bored in studying and
researching the literature field. Especially which have correlation with the social
life studying it is all social human life phenomenon, because basically literary
works were very rich of literature elements which could be researched.
Than hopefully, this research might be significant for improving the
science of language and for readers as general and he students of this instituted it
is hover to improve their knowladge about literature and their understanding about
literature will be deeper than before beside, this research can be as one of
relevance references for next researchers who are interested in literature and
discourse analysis.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Family Values
Family is one of the most important social institutions. Family is regarded
as the first society of human beings. Most of the world’s population lives in
family units, it is an important primary group in the society. According to Maclver
family is a group defined be a sex relationship, sufficiently precise and enduring
to provide for the procreation and up bringing of children. 11 It means that family
is the first education for the children. All of the member family need to give
protection and affection to their children to make them become care with another
member of the family.
The other definition about family from Burgess and Locke said that:
“...Family is a group of persons united by the ties of marriage, blood or
adoption,
consisting
a
single
household,
interacting
and
intercommunicating with each other in their social roles of husband and
wife, mother and father, son and daughter, brother and sister creating a
common culture”.12
It means that the family is the one bond a marriage between the two men
the opposite sex life with a boys and girls, or without a child. Both his own child
or adaption who lives in one of the houshold.
Film Bunyan and Babe by Louis Ross tells about a very harmonius of
family life. Family relationships that exist between Travis, Whitney and their
grandparents are very complex. Travis and Whitney love their family and always
try their best for their extended family. As in the scene, Travis and Whitney help
grandparents garden during summer vacation. They plant various vegetables and
continent some animals like caw and chichken.
Values is a concept that describe the beliefs of an individual or culture. A
set of values may be placed into the notion of a value system. Meanwhile,
according to Sidi Gazalba said that:
“...sikap dan perbuatan seseorang dapat dilihat dari
bagaimana ia secara konsisten memegang nilai dan nilai yang
11

Your article library, Family : The Meaning, Features, Types and Function. (5230

12

Your article library, Family : The Meaning, Features, Types and Function. (5230

words)
words)
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diyakini itu dapat menjadi pendorong mewujudkan tekat
menjadi perbuatan.13
It means that values is human self confidence that forms a person’s
character in doing an action. As happened in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis
Ross, the values is the character of the childrens mindset to be more concerned
about their family and environment.
Meanwhile, ponit of E.N. Shiyanov and I.B Kotova in Roza’s journal said
that:
Family values are have positive and negative indicators of the
importance of object related to the based on a single joint
activity community of pepole connected by ties of marriage,
parenthood, relationship, due to the involvement of these object
in the sphere of human life, human interest, needs and social
relations.14
It means that family values is a relationship that is bound in marriage or
blood relationship. Which creates value, both from attitude or dead. The family
also creates values that are applied to children, to be able to connect with the
community.
2.1.1 Types of Family Values
Family values is the results of influence of the family toward family
members who make up a character or habits. According to E.N Shiyanov,
there are some types of family values, which are, Self Sufficient and
Instrumental values .15
1. Self sufficient is emphasis on behavior chosen by individuals that can be
achieved without the active involvement of others. The are some types of
self suffient, are:
a. Affection, respect and love for children
b. Responsibility to the family
c. Relatives and society
d. Includes social status and social importance of family
13

Sidi Gazalba. Jakarta. Sistematika Filsafat. 1984. Bulan Bintang. p.21
E. N. Shiyanov in Roza A Valeeva. Case-Studyof the High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, International Journal of Environmental & Science Education,(Rusia: Look
Academy Publisher,2016), p. 1644
15
E.N Shiyanov in Roza A Valeeva. Case-Studyof The High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, Internation Journal of Environmental & Science Education. P. 1644
14
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e. Spouse, and parents
f. The implementation of self affirmation.
2. Instrumental values is refer to preferable modes of behavior. There are
some aspect that includes in instrumental values, are:
a. Values attitudes
b. Values qualities
c. Values knowledge and skills.
Based on the explanation above, the writer choose type of family
values to analyze this film. The type of family values that was happened
between Travis, Whitney and their grandparents are include into selfsufficient (responsibility to the family, affection respect and love for
children, spouse parents) and instrumental values (values attitude). The
writer only focuses on self-sufficient and instrumental values, because the
writer will use this theory to find out the type of family values that was
happened between the main characters and their grandparents.
2.2.2 The Appearance of Family Values
As a social being, human need to do the interaction with their society.
During the interaction, society has assessement for someone such as in their
attitude, behaviour and habits. The family values of someone influenced by
the value that enforced from the family itself. Father, mother as the first
guide for the children to do the interaction in the society. In addition, the
appearance of family values because of the influence of the surrounding
environment, like starts with a sense of togetherness which cause a sense of
solidarity that within a specified time will rise a sense of family.
The appearance of family values usually the result of interaction
with the culture, norms and society, which main objective is the
preservation of the family. The appearance of family values according to
Valeeva because of; marriage, faith, loyality, and mutual respect. 16 It means
that the appearance of family values firstly influenced by the family. The

16

E.N Shiyanov Roza in A, Valeeva. Case-Studyof the High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, International Journal of Environmental & Science Education, p. 1642
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family as the first part of small scop from society build and develop the
characteristic of someone in their attitude and behaviour.
Family are unable to bring up their children, as it was in ancient times,
on bases of successife links with the generation, because many of them
experience major changes and consist of only two generation: parents and
children. The family gives a sense of continuity of generation, belonging to
the history of his family, gives rise to ideals of partriotizem, canrefeal
abilities and tallens of each member.17
Based on explanation above, the writer choose one of the
appearance family values which is mutual respect. Because in Bunyan and
Babe film by Louis Ross, the appearance of family values from the main
characters towards to habit which happened in their daily activity.
2.3.3 The Effect of Family Values
Effect of family values can be seen as the values needed, within a
person who build the attitude and behaviour become one habitual to do the
interaction with the society. The effect of family values can be seen in each
attitude, behaviour and habitual from someone when they do the interaction
to another person.
According to Lawrence Stone there are five major groups affecting
behaviour family values.18
a. First come attitudes toward the relative roles of the society and the
individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the group.
b. Second, attitude tudes toward work and the accumulation of worldly
goods.
c. Third, the rules and regulations governing all aspects of sexual behaviour.
d. Fourth, attitudes toward religion.
e. And finally, attitudes to race, but to this subject omit because of
ignorance and lack of time.
Based on the explanation above, the writer chooses one effect of
family values which is attitudes toward the relative roles of the society and
the individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the group.
Families have always been centers of conflict over property, power, and

17

E.N Shiyanov Roza in A, Valeeva. Case-Studyof the High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, International Journal of Environmental & Science Education, p. 1643
18
Lawrence, Stone. Family Values in a historical perspective, (Harvad University: 1994),
p.70
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effect.19 Because in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross, the effect that
rises from the main characters towards to habit which happened in daily
activity of the main characters.
2.2 Socilogical Approach
Human as an individual cannot separated with social envorinment because
they need to do interaction, communication and make relation each other. As the
opinion of Soekito in literary journal Indonesia said that: “...sosiologi merupakan
studi mengenai masyarakat dalam suatu sistem sosial.”20 It can be described that
in the society, human involve the other peoples in their life both of the primary
and secondary needed.
According Harrington in their books, said that;
“Social can be defined as the study of scientific ways of thinking.
About social life, it encompasses ideas about how societies
change and develop, about methods of explaining social behavior,
about power and social structure, class, gender and ethnicity,
modernity and civilization and utopias and numerous other
concept and problems in social life.”21
It means that social is science that include all of part structure society,
such as the activity of society like characteristic, identity, behavior, and other.
Nyoman said, “dasar filosofis pendekatan sosiologis adalah adanya hubungan
yang hakiki antara karya sastra dan masyarkat.”22 It means that sociological is
come from the human character that relate with the literary work. It is associated
with the condition and the situation of the society both of their condition and
needed. Sometimes, what the literary work told, it gives a representation about the
condition when the literary work made.
This sociological approach is used because this approach has
methodological implication in the form of a fundamental understanding of life in
society. This film told about the relationship between the main character with
their society. The problem that raised in this film comes from the society itself.
This will be sustainable because in the film element that is so visible is the social
interaction of the various elements of society.
19

Lawrence, Stone. Family Values in a historical perspective, (Harvad University: 1994),

p.70
20

Soekito in Anang P, Doyin Mukh, dkk, Journal Sastra Indonesia: Bentuk Konflik dalam
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2013), P.2
21
Harrington Austin, Modren Social Theory An Introduction, ( England: Oxford
University Press, 2005), p.1
22
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2.4 Film
Film is transformation of human life. It has value for social life become
main idea of film. Films are including elements of cultural, social, psychologycal,
delivery of film language, and the elements that attract or stimulate the
imagination of audiences.
As other literary work, film also has elements to support it. Like basic
intrisic element in a novel, the film has it too. Film has theme, setting, character,
characterization, plot and point of view. The family values in Bunyan and Babe
film can found in character that is main idea.
According to Mario Klarer in his book said that film predetermined by
literary technique: conversely, literature practice developed particular features
under the impact of film.23 It means that, the creation of a film can’t be separated
from they influence of literary technique, many literary practices affect certain
features in a film.
Film is divided into three parts: Fiction film, Documentary film, and
Communities film. From the length of film, film is divided into two parts: long
film, and short film. In film, as in other genres, various levels contribute to the
overall impression. This medium, which strongly relies in technical aspects, has
several important, uniquely cinematic features with their own terminology. Mario
Klarer stated that “The most essential element of film can be subsumed under the
dimension of space, time and sound.”24 It means that the film can be subsumed
under the dimension of space, time, and sound which the most essential element.
Film is a mass communication media that is very important to
communicate about a reality that occurs in everyday life, film has a strong reality
wrong about telling life. Film are moving images. According to Effendi :
“Film is defined as a result of cultural and artistic
expression tools. Film as mass communication is a
combination of various technologies such as photography
and sound recordings, fine arts and theater arts and literary
arts architecture and music art”25
From the statement above explanation, film is a communication tool used
in conveying a message through an image or sound. So film is an audio visual
communication media to convey a message to groups of people who gathered in a
23

Mario Klarer, 2004, An Introduction to literary studies. New york: Roudledge, P. 56
Mario Klarer. 2004, An Introduction to literary studies. New york: Roudledge. P.59
25
Effendy. 1986. Televisi Siaran, Teori dan Praktek: Bandung. Alumni
24
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certain place. Movie message on mass communication can take any shape
depending on the film’s misssion. However, generally a movie can included
various message, be it educational mesagges, entertainment and information. The
message in the movie is to uses mechanisms of family values in the human mind
in the form of message content, voice, speech and conversation.
2.5. Review Of Related Research
This research analysis of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe Film
by Louis Ross, based on the explorations of sresearch, there are several theses
related to this research. First analysis from Syamsul Fajar, the student of English
Language Departement of The State Islamic University Ar-Raniry. His title is
Moral Values Analysis in The Rainbow Troops Novel written by Andrea Hirata.
The purpose of the research are to find out and analyze moral values in that novel.
The researcher uses qulitative research as the methodology and descriptive
qualitative analysis as technique of data analysis. For technique data collection,
the researcher uses several method such as document analysis. The result of the
research are, the findings reveal that there are several moral value presented
explicitly by the author in The Rainbow Troops. In terms of human relationship
with themselves, the majo type of moral value is tenacity, in respect of human
relationship with ther in society, including their relationship with nature, the
dominant moral value is friendship, and regarding human relationship with God,
the most presented type of moral value is obedience. 26
The second are from Nurul Aini the student of English literature in
Pamulang University, Tangerang Selatan with the title Sociological Analysis Of
Family Values In Angela‟s Ashes Novel By Frank Mccourt. She used sociologycal
theory, this research focused the Angela‟s Ashes Novel. This study aims to
determine the social conditions of Frank living in poverty, and the causes of the
poverty, as well as teach family values contained in the novel Angela’s Ashes.
The method used in this study is qualitative method, all the data verification are
taken from the dialogues contained in the novel and the data were presented in the
form of essays. The result of this study is that Frank’s family live in extreme
poverty and the causes of poverty are because his father is an alcoholic and
irresponsible. And the values that can be learned are Frank's family live in
harmony even in difficult circumstances, and his mother holds a big role in
feeding their families and without complaint.27
26

Syamsul Fajar. 2017. Moral Values Analysis in The Rainbow Troops Novel Written by
Andrea Hirata. The State Islamic University Ar-Raniry. Banda Aceh. Graduating Paper.
27
Nurul Aini. 2016. Sociological Analysis Of Family Values In Angela‟s Ashes Novel By
Frank Mccourt, Universitas Pamulang, Tangerang Selatan. Graduating paper.
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The third, this film is also done by Chafisna Nurun Alnurin, Dakwah and
communication faculty from The state islamic university Sunan Kalijaga
Yogyakarta, 2014. With the title, Nilai-Nilai keluarga islami dalam novel Habibi
dan Ainun.28This study aims to examine and explain the values of Islamic families
depicted through the characters Habibie and Ainun in the novel "Habibie and
Ainun" This type of research is qualitative and descriptive. The results of this
study are the authors describe Habibi and Ainun as married couples who meet the
criteria of Islamic families, able to establish good communication with the couple,
together build a pillar of harmony between husband and wife, trying to respect
each other. The comitted to Islam moral by making it the foundation of building
an Islamic family and being a parent who has full responsibility for his children so
as to have a good future. Meanwhile, the writer focus to analysis of the Family
Values in the Bunyan and Babe Film.

28

Chafisna Nurun Alnurin. 2014. Nilai-Nilai keluarga islami dalam novel Habibi
dan Ainun. The state university Sunan Kalijaga.Yogyakarta.Graduating paper.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

3.1 Design of Research
In this research, the writer uses qualitative research that is suitable with the
aim of this research. Qualitative reasearch is method involves the uses of
qualitative data, such as documents and observation. Qualitative research seeks to
understand and interpret the meaning of an interaction event of human behavior in
certain situation from the perspective of the research itself, research that uses
qualitative research aims to understand the object studied in depth, a tool for
collecting data or research instrument qualitative methods is the research
himself.29 In Nyoman Kutha Ratna’s Book Explained:
“Metode kualitatif memberikan perhatian terhadap data
alamiah, data dalam hubungannya dengan konteks
keberadaannya. Dalam penelitian karya sastra, misalnya,
akan dilibatkan pengarang, lingkungan sosial dimana
pengarang berada, termasuk unsur-unsur kebudayaan
pada umumnya”.30
From the quote above qualitative research is a method to focus data and
social life in social science the source is society. Qualitative research is a study
about describe and analyse the behaviour, phenomena and belief. The all things
the human is been researched.31 It means that, qualitative research is something
that is often done through such habits as helping the family in the work.
According Marshall and Rossman:
“penelitian kualitatif, biasanya bergantung pada empat
metode utama untuk mengumpulkan imformasi yaitu
patisipasi, mengamati secara langsung, wawancara
mendalam, dan analisis dokumen”32

29

Imam Gunawan. Metode Peneitian Kualitatif: Universitas Negeri Malang. (The
Learning University). P.2
30
, Nyoman Kutha Ratna. 2004. Teori.Metode dan Teknik Penelitian sastra:Yogyakarta.
Pustaka Pelajar. Pages, 47
31
Meleong, J, Lexy. 2006. Metedologi penelitian kualitatif : Edisi revisi, cetakan ke-22.
Bandung PT. Remaja Rosdakarya, P.3-5.
32
Susila, Ihwan. 2015. Pendekatan kualitatitf untuk riset pemasaran dan pengukuran
kinerja bisnis.Universitas Muhammadiyah jurnal, Surakarta. P.16
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From the explanation above, qualitative researchis a way to perform
analyzes that retrieve data through documentation, this is an important thing in
doing research.
So, the average qualitative research is study of exact data is actual data that
occurs like that. Not only the data seen, oral, but the data that contains the
meaning behind it seen in oral. The writer of qualitative data collection with
description data is mean data in the form script, picture, document and notes when
the research is done.
3.2 Source of Data
Source of data in this research is taken from Bunyan and Babe film. Bunyan
and Babe is a comedy film adopted from film by Michael A and Nickles Julia
Wall in 2017 and became a movie directed by Louis Ross in 2017. The writer got
the film from entervideo.net and the script from the subscene.com, the writer took
the data from the dialogues in the script and also the picture in the Bunyan and
Babe by Louis Ross.
3.3 Technique of Data Collecting
Data is information that has been collected by conducting research. To get
the reliable data, the researcher has to do some techniques for collecting those
data. Data collecting technique is an important steps in research, because the aim
of the research is to get the data. Collceting data can be done in any setting, any
sources, and any ways. There are some data collecting technique. Those are
observation, interview and documentation.
In this research, the writer uses documentation technique to get the data of
the research. The documentation often is define as book and picture. On the other
hand, documentation can be written and picture by someone that can be used to
obtain information. Documentation is literary work like film and novel. The
function of documentation method is to make credible the result of observation of
interview. In this research, documentation guide is picture and also dialogue. The
writer uses the internet to get the data in the form of a film entitled Bunyan and
Babe film by Louis Ross. Sugiono’s stated in his book, as follow: Tehnik
pengumpulan data merupakan langkah yang paling strategis dalam penelitian,
kerena tujuan utama dari penelitian adalah mendapatkan data.33 Based on
33

Bandung

Sugiono. 2013. Metode penelitian kuantitatif, kualitatif. Penerbit Alfabeta, CV.
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statement above the writer concluded how important the way of data collection in
research because data is source to conduct of the research.
There are some steps of the technique the data collection that have done by
the writer in this research.The writer open the computer and watch the movie. The
first, the write only focuses looking for types of the family values in film. Second
time watching, the writer focuses on the appear of family values as seen Bunyan
and Babe film by Louis Ross, the writer go the data from the dialogues and
pictures. The writer watch the film again and then focuses of the effect in family
values, with preparing a notebook and pen. The next, the writer watch the movie
to seen the conversations from the film. From this steps the data technique, the
writer got the data in form of picture and dialogue, where all the data obtained
from the process of watching is done repeatedly and focus. Therefor, the writer
can continue this analysis.
3.4 Technique of Data Analysis
The writer analysis the data uses qualitative research, technique of data
analysis is applied to answer the formulation of problem. technique of data
analysis in this research is descriptive analysis, that is a technique to express and
expressed opinion from respondent based on answer from research. According to
Bogdan:
“Analisis data adalah proses mencari dan menyusun
secara sistematis data yang diperoleh dari hasil
dokumentasi sehingga dapatmudah dipahami dan
temuannya dapat di informasikan pada orang lain”.34
From the statement above documentation that is picture and dialogue in this
film. The writer describe analysis the data that has been obtained from the main
source in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross to find answer the formulation of
the problem. The writer identifies all the data based on the problems. Hence, the
writer wants to classify the types of family values as seen in Bunyan and Babe
film by Louis Ross, from all the data need to answer the problems of number one
until three.
The writer had several steps from the data analysis,in order to make this
research more specific. According to Ian Dey in his book: “the core of qualitative
analysis lies in these related proceses of describing phenomena, classifying it, and
seeing how our concepts interconnect.”35 It means that the writer should to
classifying the data firstly, find the theory that suitable for the data analysis, after
the describing the analysis and make conclusion.
34

Prastowo, Andi. 2011. Metode penelitian kualitatif dalam perspektif rancangan
penelitian. Yogyakarta. P. 57
35
Ian Dey, Qualitative Data Analysis: A user friendly guide for social scientists, (New
York: Routledge, 1993) p. 31
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1. Classifying
In classifying data analysis, according to Ian it is also included with
identifying the data. The writer needed to identify the data, what the data
that has relevant with the problem formulation and then the writer should to
classify the data based on categories.
2. Connecting
According ti Ian , connecting it means that the writer should to connect
the data with the theory that suitable with the problem formulation. The
witer used the theory that has relevant with analysis of family values. So
writer choose objective theory to answer the problem formulation.
3. Describing
In this research, the writer found the social phenomenon reflected by
literature work, so description is a good way to find out it. The writer
analyzed the data based on the utterance in the script and also pictures that
the research need. Thus, the writer described, analyzed and made
conclusion from the data analysis about family values using objective
theory as seen in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING ANALYSIS

4.1 The Type of Family Values as seen in Bunyan and Babe Film by Louis
Ross
In this chapter the writer showed the finding and analysis of problem
formulation number one using E.N Shiyanov’s type of Family Values. Based on
scenes in film and the type of family values, the writer divided the finding and
analysis every scenes in fil into two type of family values. There are self sufficient
and instrumental values.
Through the classification every scenes in the film using E.N Shiyanov’s
types of family value, the writer made deep analysis about the using of the type of
family value from the film. In chapter two, the writer had explained about
definition of self sufficient and instrumental value.
4.1.1 Self Sufficient
This film told about the relationship of simple family between
Travis, Whitney and their grandparent included Paul Bunyan as the
member of society. Self sufficient is emphasis on behavior chosen by
individuals that can be achieved without the active involvement of
others.36 It means that self sufficient somenone arises from himself without
the influence of others.

Self sufficient has some categories about family values. In this film
the writer only focused to affection, respect and love for children,
responsibility to the family, relatives and society; as the categories of self
sufficient.

36

E.N Shiyanov in Roza A Valeeva. Case-Studyof The High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, Internation Journal of Environmental & Science Education. P. 1644
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4.1.1.1 Affection, Respect and Love for Children
Likes in the scenes below the writer had analyzed about
affection, respect and love for children of family in Bunyan and
Babe film by Louis Ross.

Picture 337

Picture 438
Mom
Travis

: It's time to go. Here's your bag.
: No, I can't. Me and Whitney are leaving for my grandparents'
farm. Yeah believe me, i do not want to go. My parents want
us to rediscover nature, or whatever.
: Travis, remember our agreement, no cell phones, no video

Mom
games.
Travis : Oh, so in other words, no fun. I won't survive more than a day.
Whitney : You know that, right? Why wouldn't you survive? You'll have
food, water, and shelter, all the essentials for survival.
Travis : Mom.
Mom
: Whitney honey, why don't you take your things down to the
truck?
Travis : I don't want to go this year . Why can't Whitney just go by
herself?
Mom
: Because I said so. Let's go.

37
38

Duration 00:01:41
Duration 00:02:40
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Travis : I’m not going. I think I'm big enough to make my own
decisions.
Whitney : Hee.
Mom
: It's only for a few weeks, Travis. you’ll live. Come here, give
me a hug.39

The picture and quotation above told that the conversation
between the mother, travis and whitney will go the estates of his
grandfather. But Travis don’t want to go and denied the words of his
mother that he did not want to go there to a vacation this year.
Because there he couldn’t play video games and mobile phone. To
that her mother send Travis to where his grandfather so he can adapt
and help grandfather and his grandmother in the garden for a week.
Obey the words of his mother tostay away. With a heavy heart he
was approved and come to the estates of his grandfather in Delbert
City with Whitney younger sisters.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzed that it is
included to type of family values Self-sufficient; affection, respect
and love for children. Because the scene told above the relationship
between mom and kids when Travis. Her mother ruled Travis to go
the Delbert City, in order to Travis can remove the bad habit that
there was on her. And this situation has related with definition of
self-sufficient; affection, respectt and love for children.
In the other scenes the writer find the scenes that included in
types of self-sufficient family values.

Picture 440

39
40

Duration 00:01:41 – 00:02-40
Duration 00:06:41
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Picture 541
Grandfather : Ooh, which reminds me, we have to pick her up, before we
head to the farm.
Whitney
: Pick her up?
Grandfather : Oh, there she is.42

From the picture and quotation above, when grandfather tells
to Travis and Whitney that they had arrived in Delbert City, and he
told me that this is where the grandfather and his grandmother living
of the small until now. Grandfather was remembered that he had to
pick up her grandmother was protests in front of the office Norms
Blansford.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzed that it is
included to type of family values Self-sufficient; affection, respect
and love for children. Because the scene above told about
realtionship between Travis and grandparents.

Picture 643

Picture 744
Grandfather : Can't wait to show you kids the crops. Got some regular
monsters growin' out there, boy howdy.

41
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Grandmother : Oh, they can see'em tomorrow, honey. The kids need time
to unpack and get ready for bed.45

The pictures and quotation above, his grandfather gave know
Travis and Whitney that tomorrow she will show a giant plant grows
in the back of the house, and grandmother also advised that Travis
and Whitney should rest first because it is traveling away.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzed theses
scenes above included in types of family values self-sufficient;
affection, respect and love for children. The family values affection
respect and love for children has been showed by the grandparent.
The grandparent shows respect and love to the children with telling
story about his life experinced, friendly and kind to each other. Such
as accost the neighbour when they meet them on the street.
4.1.1.2 Responsibility to The Family
In the scenes below the writer had analyzed about
responsibility to the family, of family in Bunyan and Babe film by
Louis Ross.

Picture 846

Picture 947

45

Duration 00:10:39 – 00:10:49
Duration 00:12:24
47
Duration 00:13:32
46
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This scenes told about, when in the morning, Travis and
Whitney brought to the plantation to help grandfather clean the
garden. Choose vegetables and also cleaning livestock chicken,
livestock cows, collecting eggs chicken and squeeze the milk cows
in the cage. Travis and Whitney do it all because he spent time their
summer holiday in Delbert City and also want to help her granfather
who had just a themselves in the clean plantation and ranch.
Based on the explanation above the writer analyzed that it is
included to type of family values Self-sufficient; responsibility to the
family. because relationship between Travis and grandfather who
help his grandfather to gardening, it is form of self-sufficient;
responsibility to the family.
picture 1048

Picture 1149
Travis
Grandfather
Travis
Grandfather

: Whatcha doing, grandpa?
: Oh, Travis, my boy. You snuck up on me.
: Oh, sorry grandpa.
: Can you run into town for me, Travis, on official county
fair business?
Travis
: Sure.
Grandfather : Go to Mundy's general store and pick up a tape measure, a
long one. I think we have ourselves a real contender here.
48
49

Duration 00:14:00
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Travis

: You got it, grandpa.50

This scenes told when travis found a bike in the barn, he
thought that by using a bycicle can more easily help work
grandfather. Travis told his grandfather to the city buy gauge to the
shop Mrs. Mundy, because of his grandfather want to measure a
cabbage giant very big to joint in festival competition. Travis was
approved and go to the city to buy it.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzes from the
picture above including the type of family values self-sufficient;
responsibility to the family. because in the film Travis helps her
grandfather in the garden, both in cleaning the garden, growing
vegetables and also helping to move vegatbles to the warehouse, this
is an act of responsibility as a child who helps parents. In the film
also teaches that a job carried out must be based on willingness and
sincerity.
4.1.1.3 Relatives and Society
In the scenes below the writer had analyzed about relatives and
society of family in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross.

Picture 1251

Picture 1352

50

Duration 00:14:00 – 00:14:24
Duration 00:06:05
52
Duration 00:06:08
51
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Grandfather
Mundy

: Hey, How are you?
: Hey! 53

This scenes and quotation told above, when they are on the
way to his grandfather’s house, grandfather told to Travis and
Whitney that he passed the shop Mrs.Mundy who had lived there
and opened a hardware store. Grandpa also told Travis, if Mrs.
Mundy was a friend of his grandpsrents while still young.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzed that it is
included to type of family values Self-sufficient; relatives and
society. because in this film, they are meet with mrs mundy, who is a
friend of his granparents. They greet Mrs.mundy as a form of
hospitality towards neighbors. So this situation showed the
relationship between grandparents, grandchildren and society.

Picture 1454

Picture 1555
Whitney : Travis, you need to hurry!
Travis : Hold on, I’ve almost got it. Paul! Oh no. What are we going to
do?
Paul
: Remember what I said. Travis. You don't need to be big to do
big things.56

This scenes told above, when Paul Bunyan, Travis and Irish
come to annual festival, to free Babe who is captured by Norman
Blandsford. When they get there, Whitney yells at Travis that the
53

Duration 00:06:08 – 00:06:08
Duration 01:13:55
55
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54
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people who were there including his grandparents were hypnotized.
With the condition of the place being burned, they are trapped there.
Paul Bunyan also saw a large water reservoir near the festival tent,
using his ax he cut down the water reservoir.
Based on explanation above, the writer analyze that the image
included in the type of family values self-sufficient; relatives and
society. Because in the picture explains that the concern of Travis,
Whitney, Paul Bunyan and Babe towards his grandparents and
residents in Delbert City who are trapped in a dire situation, a form
of care for Travis and Whitney not only for his familybut also the
community.
The value of relatives and society in this film comes from the
life of the Delbert people who are friendly and full of calm. From the
care and affection applied by the residents of Delbert City to their
families, it made the city comfortable and made Travis and Whitney
feel at home to live there.
The family values in this film come from the love, care and
responsibility shown to the children of their parents. This indirectly
teaches their children to follow things their parents do, both in a
friendly manner towards others, an attitude of help and responsibility
for parents or caring and affection for the family, both Travis,
whitney to her grandparents and the community. The family values;
affection, respect and love for children, responsibility to the family,
relatives and society.
4.1.2 Instrumental Values
This film told about the relationship of simple family between
Travis, Whitney and their grandparent included Paul Bunyan as the
member of society. Instrumental values is refer to preferable modes of
behavior.57 It means that instrumental values is a form of attitude that
exists in oneself.
4.1.2.1 Values Attitude
Instrumental values has some categories about family values.
In this film the writer only focused to values attitude; as the
categories of instrumental values. Likes in the scenes below the
writer had analyzed about values attitude of family in Bunyan and
Babe film by Louis Ross.

57
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Picture 1658

Picture 1759
Mrs. Mundy
Travis
Mrs. Mundy

: Here you go, And tell your granddad i said good luck.
: I will Mrs. Mundy, thanks.
: Mhm.60

Form this scenes above told about grandfather asked Travis to
buy a measuring device to the shop Mrs. Mundy. He was happy to
help his grandfather and go to town. When he arrived there Mrs.
Mundy said that he was greeted his grandfather and wished him
good luck in the festival competition later.
Based on the explanation above, the writer analyzed that it is
included in type of family values in instrumental values; values
attitude. Because when Travis comes to Mrs. Mundy’s shop to buy a
meansuring device, Travis says thank you to the shopkeeper for
giving him the items he needs. Travis says Thankyou is a form of
value attitude when talking to parents.

58

Duration 00:06:05
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60
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Picture 1861

Picture 1962
Travis
Grandfather
Travis

Grandfather

: Sorry it took me so long, grandpa.
: Huh? What do you mean?
: It's just that I saw this weird guy at the store, and then
this other guy chased me into the forest and made me
wreck the bike, and..
: yeah, yeah, that sounds like fun. But you gotta keep it
down now.Grandma's a sleep, Now you kids had better
get some rest, too.63

This scenes told that when travis came home, he apologized to
his grandfather because he bought the device so long and made him
go home at midnight. Travis also told that he was chased by bad
people who would take over the entire city, because his legs were
deaf, his grandfather ignored what was said to be runaway and
instead told Travis to take a break, so that he could attend the annual
festival at Delbert City.
Based on the explanation above, the writer have analysis that
theses scenes above included in types of family values in
Instrumental Values; Values attitude in this film happens when
Travis apologizes to his grandfather because he came home late, and
bought an order his grandfather was not on time. Travis apologized

61

Duration 00:35:09
Duration 00:35:26
63
Duration 00:35:09 – 00:35:26
62
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to his granfather, which was a form of attitude and remorse to
grandfather.
4.1.2.2 Values Qualities
From these film, the writer found some scenes that included
into value qualities. Such as in the duration below.

Picture 2064

Picture 2165
This scenes told about Travis and Whitney who were
together with her grandparents in the city of Delbert City, while
living there they did a lot of activities such as helping grandfather to
be in the garden, cooking together, working in the garden of Travis
and Whitney not knowing, and also telling about the lives of the
people in this village.
Based on the explanation above the writer has analyzed that
these scenes above include into value qualities because Travis,
Whitney and their grandparents have quality time. They spend time
together at home to work, eat, play and do something. This family in
this film showed that each member of family need to spend their
spare time with another member of family. With the quality time,
children can learn from their parent about togetherness, helpful and
love each other.

64
65

Duration 00:13:09
Duration 00:13:36
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In the other scenes the writer also found vaues qualities that
showed by Travis and Whitney’s family when they went to the
festival in Delbert City.

Picture 2266

Picture 2367
The scenes told about when the festival day arrived, Travis
invited grandparents and Whitney to go together. Grandfather
wanted to show Travis and Whitney that being the winner of this
annual festival, before the show began, they told Travis and Whitney
to have fun at the festival by doing the games.
Based on the explanation above the writer has analyzed that
the scenes above included into values qualities because Travis and
Whitney’s family spend their holiday time to go to festival and do
something with their grandparent over there. The value qualities has
showed by the family through spend time together to enjoy with day.
The grandparents also gave Travis and Whitney time to do
everything that they wanted and always watched them.
4.1.2.3 Values Knowledge and Skills
The last categories of instrumental values which is values
knowledge and skill also writer found from this film. Such as in the
duration below when Travis went to the shop and saw something
strange that happened in this shop.

66
67

Duration 00:50:21
Duration 00:51:04
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Picture 2468

Picture 2569

Picture 2670

Picture 2771

This scene told about Travis who went to the shop of Mundy to
buy a measuring device, he saw a strange man who will take over
Mrs. Mundy's shop by hypnosis, but at that time the Travis who was
about to leave the store suddenly found out by Norms Blackstone
because Travis had see his evil actions.
This scene told about when Travis and Paul Bunyan were
looking for Babe, they met Irish and told Travis and Paul that the
Babe had been taken away, and Irish showed a miniature of the city
that was Norms Blandsford's evil plan to take control of the city of
Delbert including Grandparent's residence. Travis did not accept, he
helped all residents including his grandparents so they would not get
caught up in the evil plans of Norm Blandsford and Norm
Blackstone.
Based on th explanation above the writer has analyzed that
these picture above included into values knowledge and skil of the
children who they got from their family. Travis and Whitney have
quality time with their grandparent and learn about goodness and
badness when they do the interaction with strange man on the road.
Not only about knowledge, the children also learn about skill thay
they have and develop it with their family. The family gave the
68

Duration 00:18:33
Duration 00:18:53
70
Duration 01:03:11
71
Duration 01:03:36
69
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facilities and guidelines to the children to add and develop their
knowledge and skill until they can use it in the society.
Theses scenes above has showed that Travis and Whitney got
great values knowledge and skill from their grnadparent. Travis
knew that was happened something strange and danger near him and
he knew what should he do. Travis also used their knowledge about
Delbert’s citizen who did not want sell their land to other people and
used his skill to catched the crock with asking helping to their friend.
With knowledge and skill, he saved his grandparens also the
Delbert’s citizen.
4.2 The Appearance of Family Values in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross
In this subject the writer uses objective theory to answer the problem
formulation number two. Appearance of family values usually the result of
interaction with the culture, norms and society, which main objective is the
preservation of the family. appearance of family values are; marriage, faith,
loyality, and mutual respect.72 It means that appearance of family values have a
mariagge, loyality and mutual respect between parents and children that occur in
our life, so it makes occurrence of appearance family values. There is one
appearance of family values in this film; Mutual respect.
In this film told about Travis, a child who has been affected by advanced
technology and makes him unable to socialize with the environtment. Seeing this,
Travis’s mother took the initiative to send Travis and Whitney to spend their
summer holidays at the grandparents home.

Picture 2873

72

E.N Shiyanov in Roza A Valeeva. Case-Studyof the High School Student‟s Family
Values Formation, International Journal of Environmental & Science Education,(Rusia: Look
Academy Publisher,2016), p. 1642
73
Duration 00:01:06
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Picture 2974
Travis
Whitney
Travis
Whitney
Travis
Whitney
Mom

: You just ruined my game, Whitney.
: Travis, mom's looking for you.
: I'll be right there, mom.
: Are you even packed?
: Are you even human?
: What other species could I be?
: Travis, what are you doing?75

These scenes above happened when Travis busy with his video games and
Whitney tried to talk with him. But Travis got angry because of it. Whitney called
their mother and asked her that Travis did not want to prepare his bag to go to
their grandparent’s house.
Based on the explanation above the writer has analyzed that about the
attitude of a child who is indifferent to parents, because he only thinks of himself.
This attitude is not appopriate when compared to the attitude of a child who
should be towards parents. That is respecting both parents. Travis’s mom teaches
to Travis and Whitney the behaviours and habits they should do as children by
sending them to spend summer holidays with their grandparents in Delbert city.

Picture 3076

74

Duration 00:01:19
Duration 00:01:06 – 00:01:19
76
Duration 00:14:00
75
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Picture 3177
Travis
: Sure.
Grandfather : Go to Mundy's general store and pick up a tape measure, a
long one. I think we have ourselves a real contender here.
Travis
: You got it, grandpa. 78

This scenes told above, Travis was told by his grandfather to buy a
meansuring device to the city. He gladly helped his grandfather buy the tool.
Travis’s attitude was previously ignorant, but since he lived in the village with his
grandparent, he became a mature and independent person. This includes caring
and attitude please help Travis to his sister who is asking for help to his grandson.
Based on the data collection above, the writer concluded that appearance of
family values using Valeeva’s theory because family values that occur in the film
Bunyan and Babe by Louis Ross, occur in the character itself, thus creating a
mutual respect towards Travis and Whitney.

Picture 3279

77

Duration 00:14:24
Duration 00:14:00 – 00:14:24
79
Duration 00:35:09
78
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Picture 3380
Travis
: Sorry it took me so long, grandpa.
Grandfather : Huh? What do you mean?
Travis
: It's just that I saw this weird guy at the store, and then this
other guy chased me into the forest and made me wreck the
bike, and..
Grandfather : yeah, yeah, that sounds like fun. But you gotta keep it down
now.Grandma's asleep, Now you kids had better get some
rest, too.81

These scenes told above, when Travis goes for a long time to buy a
measuring device in told his grandfather. When he bought it, travis got the
incident and made him be late to back to home. Travis also apologize to his
grandfather, this is a form for regret by Travis to his grandfather because of his
mistake that he made. The apology that Travis do to his grandfather is a form of
the value attitude.
Based on the data collection above, the writer conclude that family values
can appearance using Valeeva’s theory because of mutual respect that have done
by the main characteres. Firstly Travis and Whitney have bad attitude, behaviour
and habit, but as long as they lived with their grandparents it have changed. The
family values appear together with affection and respect which showed by their
grandparents to them. And undirectly Travis and Whitney imitate their
grandparents.
4.3 The Effect of family values in Bunyan and Babe film by Louiss Ross
Family is a group of people living under one roof are in a state of mutual
dependence and consist of large families and small families. In the family there
are father, mother and child. From the relationship that exists between the
members comes the family values that are used as guidelines as a measure of
one’s personality.
Family values is a form of a system of attitudes and beliefs that consciously
or not unites family members in one culture. Family values is a norm guide or
regulation that is in the family that has been set or has been declining in the family
environtment itself. The attitude of the norms and rules that have been enforced
also indirectly gives effect to family members, expecially to children.
There are five effects of the family values stated by Lawrence Stone. But
based on the types of family values that writer found in problem formulation
number one, the writer just found one effect of family values that has relation with
80
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Duration 00:35:26
Duration 00:35:09 – 00:35:26
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self-sufficient and intrumental values which is attitudes toward the relative roles
of the society and the individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the
group. It means that the attitude of a child shown to the community is a reflection
or upbringing of his family. How is the family values bulit and applied in the
family.
This scenes below the writer finds some scenes which has effect of family
values to the attitudes toward the relative roles of the society.

Picture 3482

Picture 3583
Grandfather : Hey, How are you?
Mundy : Hey! 84

These scenes told above, when Mr. Fredy who greeted Mrs. Mundy.
Mr. Fredy wanted to teach his grandchild to be friendly for every people
who they meet on the street. The effect of family values attitudes toward
the relative roles of the society to the main characters was showed when
they made interaction to their society such as in the a scenes above.

82

Duration 00:06:05
Duration 00:06:08
84
Duration 00:06:05 – 00:06:08
83
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Picture 3685

Picture 3786
Mrs. Mundy
Travis
Mrs. Mundy

: Here you go, And tell your granddad i said good luck.
: I will Mrs. Mundy, thanks.
: Mhm87

This scenes above happened when Travis cameto the Mrs. Mundy’s shop to
buy a measuring device. Travis thanked Mrs. Mundy as a form of appreciation
from us to other for the assistance that has been given. Thi is included in the effect
of the attitude toward the relative roles of the society because, on his Travis’s
family was educated tu be able appreciate the services of others.

Picture 3888

85

Duration 00:17:23
Duration 00:17:28
87
Duration 00:17:23 – 00:17:28
88
Duration 00:35:09
86
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Picture 3989
Travis
Grandfather
Travis

Grandfather

: Sorry it took me so long, grandpa.
: Huh? What do you mean?
: It's just that I saw this weird guy at the store, and then this
other guy chased me into the forest and made me wreck the
bike, and..
: yeah, yeah, that sounds like fun. But you gotta keep it
down now.Grandma's asleep, Now you kids had better get
some rest, too.90

From this scenes happened when Travis come home from buying a
measuring device to the Mrs. Mundy’s shop, Travis apologized to her grandfather
for the mistake of going home too long. This is included in the attitudes toward
the relatives roles of the society, because Travis admit to their mistakes, he must
apologize intentionally or not.
In the other scenes the writer finds the effect of family values to the
individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the group. Such as in these
scenes below when Travis met Irish and police to help his grandparents.

Picture 4091

89

Duration 00:35:26
Duration 00:35:09 – 00:35:26
91
Duration 01:07:56
90
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Picture 4192
Travis
Police
Travis
Police
Irish
Travis
Police

: You've gotta believe us. It's the truth.
: Paul bunyan, you say?
: Yes. He was right behind us. Didn't you see him?
: No.
: We need to get to the fair as soon as possible. We have to stop
the hypnosis.
: And we have to help babe.
: Babe?93

From this scene told above Travis and Irish went to the festival using a
car, but they were ticketed by the police for violating traffic rules. Travis
persuaded the police not to get their ticked and Travis also told to police that there
was a riot a the festival. This scenes has effect of family values which is the
individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the group. Indicated with
Travis attitude to more mature people, he was more polite by asking for help from
the police to help his family and all the people in Delbert city.

Picture 4294

92

Duration 01:08:12
Duration 01:07:56 – 01:08:12
94
Duration 01:13:55
93
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Picture 4395
Whitney
Travis
do?
Paul
Travis

: Travis, you need to hurry!
: Hold on, I’ve almost got it. Paul! Oh no. What are we going to
: Remember what I said.
: You don't need to be big to do big things.96

This scenes above told when travis, whitney, irish, paul bunyan and police
who is at the annual festival. They helped Travis to save Travis’s Granparentsand
help people caught in the fire that happened at the festival venue. This is included
in the effect of the individual and socialization because, this scenes describes the
effects of family values that occur in Travis seen fromhis attitude to interact with
others, which makes him responsible.
Based on the analysis above the writer conclude that the effect of family
values to the main characters are the attitudes toward the relative roles of the
society and the individual and the socialization of the child to fit into the group.
Because this effect comes from the influence of the family’s roles which have
obey by Travis and Whitney in their family.

95
96

Duration 01:14:04
Duration 01:13:55 – 01:14:04

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
5.1 Conclusion
After analyzing the data collcetion from Bunyan and Babe film by Louis
Ross, the writer conclude as follow:
1. There are two types of family values according to Roza A. Valeeva that
had been found in Bunyan and Babe film by Louis Ross there two type of
family values; self –suffiecient and intrumental values. Self-Sufficient is
emphasis on behavior chosen by individuals that can be achieved without
the active involvement of others. There are three categories of selfsufficient: affection, respect and love for children, responsibility to the
family, relatives and society. Instrumental values is refer to preferable
modes of behavior. There are one categories of instrumental value; Values
Attitude.
2.

The appearance of family values according to Roza A. Valeeva in this
film the writer found one of the appearance of family values; mutual
respect. The appearance from the main characters towards to habit which
happened in daily activity of the main characters.

3. The effect of family values that writer found in this film using Lawrence
Stone theory that; the main characters in their attitudes, behaviour and
habit toward the relative roles of the society and the individual
socialization of the child to fit into the group.
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5.2 Suggestion
In the end of this thesis, the writer purposes this thesis will give
contribution and add the knowladge of readers especially to the student of English
Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty about types of family
values, how can family values appear and the effect of family values. The writer
also purposes to other researcher to continue this research with another subject
and this thesis will help them about theory.
The writer realize this thesis was not perfect yet, this thesis has many
mistakes, therefore the writer expect to the reader for give some critics and
suggestion for make this thesis better.
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APPENDIX IV
SYNOPSIS97
The film will tell about children named Travis Barclay 12th (played by
Johny Orlando) and his youger sister is whitney (played by Lola Wayne Villa).
Which they sent begrudgingly on a summer trip, to visit a farm of their
grandparent in Delbert Country. But a very greedy land developer, Norm
Blandsford (played by Kelsey Grammer), has bought a city in a small contry, and
forced citizens to work hard from their land.
After Travis was chased a man from Blandsford, he was chased and
entered into the forest, where he then stumbled on a magical portal, and the portal
headed to a hidden world where Paul Bunyan lived. Paul Bunyan has been in exile
for about 100 years, since the emergence of machines that made his role in the
community obsolete, and made him feel a small value to a new world.
Paul did not want to escort travis back to the farm, but after returning, he
told me about Norm Blandsford evil plan. Suddenly his heart was filled with a
long-forgetten taste, Paul Bunyan and Babe, a Blue ox, getting wrapped up in a
new adventure brand, and together with the help of their new friends, Travis and
Whitney, mamaged to save the city. They learn that we dont have to be big to
achieve big things.
The film is based on a folk tale form Paul Bunyan (played by John
Goodman), the film will focus on two children who were exiled on their
grandfathers farm in Delbert City, who later found the place where Paul Bunyan
and Babe the blue ox (played by Jeff Foxworthy) has lived, since their
disappearance from the Dead Forest. Told Bunyan and Babe than worked with the
two children, to stop the very evil desrtoying the city. Than Travis, Irish and Paul
Bunyan knows the plan of Norm Blandsford, they go after to save the Babe who is
taken hostage, and save the grandparents and the people of Delbert City who were
exposed to hipnosys by Bob Blackstone.
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APPENDIX I
I. Self-Sufficient
Types of Self
Sufficient
1

Affection
respect
and
love
for
children

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Mom : It's time to go. Here's
your bag.
Travis : No, I can't. Me and
Whitney are leaving
for my grandparents'
farm. Yeah believe
me, i do not want to
go. My parents want
us to rediscover nature,
or whatever.
Mom : Travis, remember our
agreement, no cell
phones,
no
video
games.
Travis : Oh, so in other
words, no fun. I won't
survive more than a
day.
Whitney : You know that,
right? Why wouldn't
you survive? You'll
have food, water, and
shelter,
all
the
essentials for survival.
Travis : Mom.
Mom : Whitney honey, why
don't you take your
things down to the
truck?
Travis : I don't want to go this
year . Why can't
Whitney just go by
herself?
Mom : Because I said so.
Let's go.
Travis : I’m not going. I
think I'm big enough
to make my own
decisions.
Whitney : Hee.
Mom : It's only for a few
weeks, Travis. you’ll
live. Come here, give
me a hug.

Duration: 00:01:41 – 00:02:40

Types of Self
Sufficient

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Grandfather:

Ooh, which
reminds me, we
have to pick her
up, before we
head to the
farm.
Whitney : Pick her up?
Grandfather: Oh, there she is.
Duration: 00:06:13 – 00:06:21

Grandfather: Can't wait to
show you kids the
crops.
Got
some
regular
monsters
growin' out there, boy
howdy.
Grandmother: Oh, they can
see'em
tomorrow,
honey. The kids need
time to unpack and get
ready for bed.

Duration: 00:10:39 – 00:10:49

2

Responsibility
to the family

Travis:

What are
grandpa?

doing,

Grandfather: Oh, Travis, my
boy. You snuck up on
me.
Travis: Oh, sorry grandpa.

Types of Self
Sufficient

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Grandfather: Can you run into
town for me, Travis,
on official county fair
business?

Duration: 00-12:24 - 00:13:32

Travis: Sure.
Grandfather: Go to Mundy's
general store and
pick up a tape
measure, a long one.
I think we have
ourselves a real
contender here.
Travis : You got it, grandpa
Duration :00:14:00 – 00:14:24

3

Relatives
Society

and

Grandfather : Hey, How are
you?
Mundy : Hey!

Duration :00:06:05 – 00:06:08

Types of Self
Sufficient

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Whitney : Travis, you need to
hurry!
Travis : Hold on, I’ve almost
got it. Paul! Oh no.
What are we going to
do?
Paul : Remember what I said.
Travis. You don't need
to be big to do big
things.
Duration: 01:13:55 – 01:14:04

APPENDIX II
II. Instrumental Values
Types
Instrumental
Values
1

Values
Attitude

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Mrs. Mundy: Here you go,
And tell your granddad
i said good luck.
Travis: I will Mrs. Mundy,
thanks.
Mrs. Mundy: Mhm.

Duration: 00:17:23 – 00:17:28

Travis: Sorry it took me
so long, grandpa.
Grandfather: Huh? What do
you mean?
Travis: It's just that I saw this
weird guy at the store,
and then this other guy
chased me into the
forest and made me
wreck the bike, and..
Grandfather: yeah, yeah, that
sounds like fun. But
you gotta keep it down
now.Grandma's asleep,
Now you kids had
better get some rest,
too.

Duration: 00:35:09 – 00:35:26
2

Values
Qualites

Duration: 00:13:09-00:13:36

Duration: 00:50:21-00:51:04

3

Values
Knowledge
and Skills

Duration: 00:18:33-00:18:53

Duration: 01:03:11-01:03:36

APPENDIX III
The Appearance of Family Values
The
Appearance of
Family Values
1

Mutual
Respect

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Travis: You just ruined my
game, Whitney.
Whitney:
Travis,
mom's
looking for you.
Travis: I'll be right there,
mom.
Whitney: Are you even
packed?
Travis: Are you even human?
Whitney: What other species
could I be?
Mom : Travis, what are you
doing?

Duration 00:01:06 – 00:01:19

Travis: Sure.
Grandfather: Go to Mundy's
general store and
pick up a tape
measure, a long one.
I think we have
ourselves a real
contender here.
Travis : You got it, grandpa

Duration :00:14:00 – 00:14:24

Travis: Sorry it took me
so long, grandpa.
Grandfather: Huh? What do
you mean?
Travis: It's just that I saw this
weird guy at the store,
and then this other guy
chased me into the
forest and made me
wreck the bike, and..
Grandfather: yeah, yeah, that
sounds like fun. But
you gotta keep it down
now.Grandma's asleep,
Now you kids had
better get some rest,

too.
Duration: 00:35:09 – 00:35:26

APPENDIX IV
The Effect of Family Values
The Effect of
Family Values
1

Individual and
socialization

Picture

Dialogue and Duration

Grandfather : Hey, How are
you?
Mundy : Hey!

Duration :00:06:05 – 00:06:08

Mrs. Mundy: Here you go,
And tell your granddad
i said good luck.
Travis: I will Mrs. Mundy,
thanks.
Mrs. Mundy: Mhm.

Duration: 00:17:23 – 00:17:28

Travis: Sorry it took me
so long, grandpa.
Grandfather: Huh? What do
you mean?
Travis: It's just that I saw this
weird guy at the store,
and then this other guy
chased me into the
forest and made me
wreck the bike, and..
Grandfather: yeah, yeah, that
sounds like fun. But
you gotta keep it down
now.Grandma's asleep,
Now you kids had
better get some rest,
too.
Duration: 00:35:09 – 00:35:26

Travis: You've gotta believe
us. It's the truth.
Police: Paul bunyan, you say?
Travis: Yes. He was right
behind us. Didn't you
see him?
Police: No.
Irish: We need to get to the
fair as soon as
possible. We have to
stop the hypnosis.
Travis: And we have to help
babe.
Police : Babe?

Duration 01:07:56 – 01:08:12

Whitney : Travis, you need to
hurry!
Travis : Hold on, I’ve almost
got it. Paul! Oh no.
What are we going to
do?
Paul : Remember what I said.
Travis. You don't need
to be big to do big
things.
Duration: 01:13:55 – 01:14:04

